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CMA Presentation July 13, 2021

Racewalking 101
Dave Keenan, Athletics Canada Official Level 3 Starter Assistant, 
NCCP Level 2, World Athletics Course Measurer Grade C 
Johanna Flipsen, Multiple World Masters gold medallist
Samantha Kuchera-Warawa, NCCP Level 2

"Walking is man's best exercise.“
Hippocrates, the Father of Medicine, 460-370 BC

Canada’s Rich History of Olympic Walkers

What is Racewalking?
• Race Walking is a progression of steps so taken that the walker makes contact 

with the ground, so that no visible (to the human eye) loss of contact occurs.
• The advancing leg must be straightened (i.e. not bent at the knee) from the 

moment of first contact with the ground until the vertical upright position.
Evan Dunfee Takes on the World's 
Fastest 10K Walking - YouTube

Posting Board

RECENT RULE CHANGE: After a 3rd infraction, the athlete must go into a “penalty zone” for varying 
amounts of time, depending on the race distance.  After that time elapses, the athlete returns to the race.  
Any subsequent infraction from a different judge eliminates the athlete from the competition.
Normally there are 6 judges at an international competition sanctioned by World Athletics (formerly IAAF).
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The History of Racewalking

• Popular with England’s 17th century aristocracy by betting whose 
footman was fastest using “heel and toe” technique

• “Pedestrianism” was the evolution in the mid 18th century where huge 
wagers were made on the contestants covering 100 miles/24 hrs

• Early 19th century was the genesis of the modern Walks and was first 
contested at the 1904 Olympics as part of the Decathlon

• 1908 was the first stand-alone Olympic walking events for males
• 1992 was the first Olympic walking events for females
• Event distances range from 800m (U14) to 50 km

In Real Life

• Regular speed and Slow motion videos of Sam & Sam,  Johanna & 
Johanna and Liz & Liz

The attraction to the sport for each of us and what keeps us involved?

WHY NOT JUST RUN?

Why Should I Consider Racewalking?
• More calories burned vs. running at the same speed (~700 vs. 1000 at 10 kph)

• Less vertical force (~10,000 hits/10 km) (~3 x body weight vs 1.5 x body weight)

• To recover from (typically running) injury
• Greater competitive opportunities (big fish, small pond)

• Good way to transition to running from the couch (might get hooked)

• Better overall conditioning due to the core and arm strength that are 
involved for driving the body 

• More body awareness (Racewalk is a technical sport)
• Extended athletic career

What are the Differences from Running?

The International Journal of Sports Med (1984 Apr;5(2):74-7) found that during maximal exercise, running and race walking 
resulted in a similar VO2 max and post-exercise blood lactic acid concentration. Reference

• Longevity
• Lower body Stress
• More upper body strength
• Supporting stance video ->
• Torso torquing demo
• Improved posture
• Higher cadence
• Shorter stride

Metronome
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What are the Differences from Running?
Slo-motion backpack video on treadmill 1685

As with any propulsive sport, the hamstring is stressed, but not as much, due to the smaller range of motion

Many similarities include clothing and training.  Shoes are typically racing flats as walkers don’t require as much shock 
absorption.  Walkers typically spend more time training to cover the distance for a chosen event.

Racewalkers sometimes use running to recover during interval training

Advancing leg low to the groundRectus femoris activated

Run/Walk - same speed video on treadmill 1689

Hip Drop – Ladies iPhone video

Hip Movement

Forward Motion Forward Motion

Racewalker Runner

Hip Rotation

Hip Drop

Stresses on the Lower Body
• “Don’t your hips hurt?”
• The hip joint is a larger and more robust joint 

than the knee joint, plus the impact reduction 
from “no loss of contact”

• The anterior tibialis, which dorsiflexes the foot 
upward, is typically the first discomfort an 
athlete notices when racewalking

• If a new walker overdoes it, the back of the knee 
and/or the muscles surrounding the greater 
trochanter of the femur may be noticeable 

Are there Injuries Specific to Racewalk?




